INTEGRATIVE SCIENCE COMPLEX - Phase 2

AGENDA: Instruction User Group

May 5, 1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
350 Willamette

Brief introductions: 0:20

• participants
• project to date
• user involvement diagram
• timeline: preplanning, architect hire, programming, design
• core principles and concepts of the project

Initial issues to begin working on: 1:00

• broad goals and concepts
• physical adjacencies and relationships
• scalability of the proposal: what are the logical sizing increments?
• patterns and organizational models

Next steps: work plan for this term 0:10

• meeting schedule
• work products: what we need, by when, to keep moving forward

The miniproposals are on the project web site at
http://www.uoregon.edu/~ftepfer/ISC2